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Modulated optical solid-state spectrometer applications
in plasma diagnostics

John Howard
Plasma Research Laboratory, Australian National University, Canberra ACT 0200, Australia

~Presented on 8 June 1998!

A new electro-optically modulated optical solid-state~MOSS! interferometer has been constructed
for the measurement of the low order spectral moments of line emission from optically thin radiant
media. The instrument, which is based on the principle of the Fourier transform spectrometer, is
rugged, compact, and inexpensive and offers a number of advantages over conventional grating
based spectrometers. Most importantly, by employing electro-optical path-length modulation
techniques, the spectral information is obtained using a single photomultiplier tube. Specifically, the
zeroth moment~brightness! is given by the average signal level, the first moment~shift! by the
modulation phase and the second moment~line width! by the modulation amplitude. In applications
such as Zeeman spectroscopy and motional Stark effect~MSE!, polarization modulation can be used
to effect a modulation of the center frequency and/or coherence of the light which is then measured
by the MOSS spectrometer. This article describes a number of applications, including Doppler and
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy and polarization spectroscopy~Zeeman and MSE! for
which the MOSS spectrometer is an inexpensive and powerful alternative to multichannel grating
spectrometers. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~99!74601-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article describes an electro-optically modulat
solid state~MOSS! spectrometer for general purpose optic
plasma spectroscopy.1,2 The spectrometer monitors the tem
poral coherence and center of mass of an isolated spe
line using polarization interferometric techniques. It is ess
tially a Fourier transform spectrometer modulated abou
fixed delay. The amplitude of the interference fringes p
duced by the modulation is related to the light temporal
herence while the phase conveys the line center frequen

The MOSS spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1. A narro
band interference filter isolates the spectral line of inter
The first polarizing cube transmits the horizontally polariz
component of the filtered plasma light to a birefringent cr
tal ~typically LiNbO3, L525 mm thick, birefringenceB
50.1) whose fast axis is at 45° to the plane of polarizati
For light of center frequencyn05c/l0 , this introduces a
phase delayf052pn0BL/c52pn0t0 between the orthogo
nal characteristic waves. An additional small delay modu
tion f̃152pn0t̃15f1 sin(Vt) of amplitudef15p/2 is im-
posed by applying an oscillating voltage~typically at tens of
kilohertz! along the crystalz axis. Finally, the light is once
more polarized using a beam splitter cube to allow the in
pendent components to interfere at photomultiplier tubes
tercepting the transmitted and reflected beams. Becaus
the large fixed delayt0 , small changes in wavelength ca
give significant shifts in the interferogram phase that ma
fest as a change in the ratio of fundamental and seco
harmonic modulation components.

The intensity at the output port is proportional to

S65E
0

`

g~p, l̂;n!@16cos~2pnt!#dn, ~1!

where t5t01 t̃1 is the total time delay introduced by th
3680034-6748/99/70(1)/368/4/$15.00
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birefringent crystal andg(p, l̂;n) is the line integrated inten
sity at impact parameterp and in the directionl̂. Issues of
sensitivity and resolution are discussed at length elsewhe2

II. DOPPLER SPECTROSCOPY

The most basic optical spectroscopy measures the D
pler shift and broadening of emission from excited plas
atoms and ions. Usually these measurements are line
grated, though charge exchange recombination spectros
achieves a degree of localization. For concreteness, we
sume a locally Maxwellian, isotropic emission profile:

I ~r , l̂;n!5
I 0~r !

A2ps~r !
expF2

~w2bD!2

2s2~r !
G , ~2!

where r is a position in the plasma, andI 0(r ) is the local
emission intensity. Herew5(n2n0)/n0 is a normalized fre-
quency coordinate,n0 is the emission line center frequenc
and bD5bD(r )–l̂ with bD(r )5vD(r )/c, where vD is the
bulk flow velocity of the emitting species. The species te
perature is given bykTs(r )/(msc

2)5s2(r ), wherems is the
atomic weight.

It has been shown that the three lowest order spec
moments of the line-integrated emission can be related b
Radon transform to the corresponding velocity moments
the ion or atom velocity distribution function.3 For brevity,
however, we ignore the spatial integration and combine E
~1! and ~2! to obtain a quantity proportional to the signal
the spectrometer ports

S65I 06I 0z cos@f0~11bD!1f1 sin~Vt !#, ~3!

where the fringe visibility

zS5exp@2TS/TC# ~4!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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depends on the species temperatureTS and

kTC5 1
2mSvC

2 , ~5!

vC5
2c

f0
. ~6!

TC is a ‘‘characteristic temperature’’ set by the phase de
introduced by the birefringent crystal andvC is the corre-
sponding ‘‘characteristic velocity.’’ We have ignored term
of order f1 /f0 in the expression forTC . Observe that the
small Doppler shift component is amplified by the fixe
phase delayf0 .

The unknown quantitiesI 0 , bD , andTS can be recov-
ered numerically fromS6 synchronously sampled at time
t50,T/4,T/2,3T/4, . . . , whereT52p/V is the modulation
period. In practice, the maximum fringe contrast is set
instrumental factors, the collected light solid angle and n
ideal optical components, and can be accounted by introd
ing the factorz I5exp(2TI /TC), whereTI is the instrument
‘‘temperature.’’ Because this is a ‘‘time-domain’’ instru
ment, the instrument response can be compensated throu
simple subtraction of exponents proportional to the measu
and instrumental temperatures rather than the usual deco
lution procedure.

To illustrate the instrument performance, we pres
here temperature and flow data for an rf heated~7 MHz, 80
kW max! argon discharge in a low-shear magnetic config
ration close to the 3/2 resonance in the H-1NF helical a
stellarator at the ANU.4 Under these conditions, transition
from low to high confinement are achievable at low magne
field strengths (;0.1T) and low heating power.5 Ar II light at
488 nm is collected from a cylindrical plasma volume
diameter;30 mm with axis parallel to the major axis of th
bean-shaped plasma cross section. The viewing cylinder
be translated across the plasma poloidal cross section
shot-to-shot basis.

The observed ion temperatures for these conditions
in the range 10–100 eV and match well the dynamic ra
for a LiNbO3 crystal of thickness 25 mm (TC570 eV!. The
instrument temperature, measured using an expanded a
ion laser beam at 488 nm is;20– 25 eV and arises from
imperfections in the birefringent plate. The estimated co

FIG. 1. Optical layout for the modulated solid state spectrometer.
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ponent due to beam divergence is less than a few eV.
sensitivity to temperature and flow speed changes clearly
pends on the light signal to noise ratio.

Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of various dia
nostic signals for a discharge that exhibits a spontane
transition from low to high confinement att515 ms. The top
two traces are the plasma line averaged density and st
energy measured using a 2 mm quadrature interferomete
and magnetic flux loop, respectively. The MOSS quadrat
sampled signal~4342 kHz! for a chord at impact paramete
p520 mm outside the plasma axis is the third trace. T
ratio of the maximum separation of the four traces to th
mean value gives the fringe visibility or contrast. The co
trast, as noted above, depends on the ion temperatur
five-point running mean has been applied to the light-rela
signals. The following three traces are the inferred zer
moment̂ I 0&, ion temperaturêTS&, and flow velocitŷ bD&,
where angle brackets denote line-averaged quantities.
last trace shows the ArI light intensity at 763.5 nm. The
noise levels for the ion temperature and flow are consis
with estimates based on the light signal-to-noise ratio. O
serve the decrease in fringe contrast following the transiti
indicating an increase in the ion temperature. The instrum
temperature has not been subtracted from the tempera
displayed here. Also note that the change in flow veloc
throughout the transition is only of order 500 m/s. This
also true at other impact parameters. These results are
sistent with electric probe measurements showing that
ion pressure balance after the transition is maintained b
decrease in the central electric potential, with the role
flows being minimal.

By virtue of its high light throughput~in our case,;40
times greater than for an equivalent-resolution grating ins
ment! and direct sensitivity to low order spectral momen
the MOSS spectrometer is especially well suited to the m
surements that require high time resolution such as for
observation of fluctuations and coherent modes. Figur
shows diagnostic signals during rf power modulation expe
ments on H-1NF. Observe the similarity in temporal beha
ior of the plasma stored energy~trace 3! and the ion tempera
ture ~bottom trace!. Also note the ~somewhat noisy!
associated variation in the plasma flow velocity. The lig
related signals have been subjected to a 20-point runn
mean while the viewing chord impact parameter was 0 m
in this case~i.e., the chord intercepts the plasma axis!.

III. POLARIZATION SPECTROSCOPY

The presence of a magnetic or electric field removes
degeneracy of transition energy levels, resulting in the fam
iar Zeeman and Stark split multiplets. The multiplet comp
nents have polarization states that depend on the chang
magnetic quantum numberDM , the orientation of the field
and the direction of view. By filtering the polarization sta
of the collected light, we can vary either its coherence~band-
width! or its center of mass~or both!. Since the MOSS spec
trometer is sensitive to both quantities, this is a potentia
powerful method for detecting both the strength and orien
tion of plasma electric and magnetic fields.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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A. Polarimeter

The polarimeter uses two birefringent phase plates~de-
lays d1 and d2) having their fast axes mutually oriented
45°. The plates are followed by an analyzer oriented to tra
mit light polarized parallel to the fast axis of the first pha
plate ~the x direction! ~Fig. 4!. The intensity of the light
transmitted~or reflected! by the analyzer is related to th
Stokes vector of the input radiation by6

P5
I 0

2
~16s–p!, ~7!

s5~cos 2c cos 2e,sin 2c cos 2e,sin 2e!, ~8!

p5~cosd2 ,sind2 sind1 ,sind2 cosd1!, ~9!

wheres is the Stokes vector andc and e are the tilt angle
with respect to thex axis and the ellipticity of the vibrationa
ellipse, respectively. Equations~8! and ~9! represent points

FIG. 2. Plasma parameters during spontaneous transition from low to
confinement att515 ms. Top to bottom: Plasma stored energy, lin
averaged density, quadrature sampled MOSS light signal at impact pa
eter120 mm, light intensity, inferred temperature, flow velocity, and ato
light intensity. Note the small decrease in atom light emission and sl
deviation in flow velocity at the time of the transition. The dc offset for t
flow speed is not significant.
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on the Poincare´ sphere. Accordingly, it is clear that if th
phase plates are replaced by photoelastic modulators7 oper-
ating at frequenciesV1 andV2 , it is possible, using appro
priate delay amplitudes and synchronous detection te
niques to measure simultaneously all the components ofs.

B. Zeeman effect

In the presence ofB, a spectral line can be split into
number of components whose relative intensities and po
izations depend on the corresponding changes in the
angular momentum and magnetic quantum numbersJ and
M.8 Viewed in the direction ofB, the intensity is zero for the
DM50 or p lines and is circularly polarized clockwise fo
DM511 and counterclockwise forDM521. The fre-
quency shift for the circularly polarized ors components
depends linearly onB and is independent of the transitio
frequency. For fusion devices, the transition splitting is ge
erally small compared to the Doppler broadening. Polari
tion filtering of the frequency shifted Zeeman components

gh

m-

t

FIG. 3. Diagnostic signals during low power rf modulation experimen
From top to bottom, the signals are the rf power to the plasma, 8
homodyne interferometer signal, the plasma stored energy, the MOSS
intensity, flow velocity and ion temperature. Note the close corresponde
between the temporal behavior of the stored energy and the ion tempera
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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thus essential for their discrimination against the therma
broadened component.

The spectrum and polarization state of the emergent
diation is the integral over the line of sight of the intens
weighted contributions from the circular and linear comp
nents. For plate delaysd150 andd25p/2 sinVt, the polar-
imeter signal alternately registers only the right and left c
cularly polarized components, with weight proportional
cosg whereg is the angle between the line of sight andB.
The wavelength separation gives rise to an associated m
lation in the center wavelength of the transmitted radiat
entirely analogous to the Doppler shift discussed above.
total first spectral moment is now given by3

m~1!5mD
~1!1mB

~1! sind2 , ~10!

where mB
(1) gives the intensity weighted component of t

poloidal magnetic field integrated along the line of sight:

mD
~1!5E

0

L

I 0~r !bD•dl, ~11!

mB
~1!5E

0

L

I 0~r !bB•dl. ~12!

Here

bB5
gmB

hn0
B~r !,

wheremB is the Bohr magneton andg a constant of order
unity.

As for Doppler measurements, this is a longitudinal ve
tor tomography problem. From sufficient measurements
be recovered the divergence-free component of the ve
field I 0B. When the emission is constant on a flux surfa
the magnetic field itself can be unambiguously recovered

C. Motional Stark effect

Motional Stark effect~MSE! polarimetry is now a stan
dard diagnostic for estimating magnetic field pitch angle
tokamaks using high power heating beams.9–12 The MSE
technique relies on the splitting of the high energy neu
beam Balmera light into orthogonally polarizeds and p
components as a result of the motion-induced strong ele
field E5v3B experienced in the rest frame of the neut
atoms. When viewed in a direction perpendicular toE, the

FIG. 4. Layout of spherical quadrature polarimeter based on variable p
delay birefringent plates and analyzer.
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Stark split s and p components are polarized respective
perpendicular and parallel to the direction ofE. When
viewed alongE thes components are unpolarized and thep
components have no intensity. The magnetic field pitch an
is usually estimated by isolating and measuring the polar
tion direction of the central cluster ofs lines. However, ex-
tension of the technique to boot-strap current driven low fi
compact devices is problematic because Doppler broade
due to heating beam divergence masks the separation o
s andp components.

In combination with the above-described polarimet
the MOSS senses the variations in the coherence of the
thogonally polarizeds andp components transmitted alte
nately by the polarimeter~see Fig. 5!. This is a complemen-
tary approach to the frequency domain narrowband filt
usually applied to isolate the centrals components. The new
method, which has been discussed at length elsewhere,13 po-
tentially increases the useful operating parameter range
the MSE diagnostic.
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FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the combined polarimeter and MOSS s
trometer arrangement necessary for contrast modulation MSE mea
ments.
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